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The Curling Chip

March-April 2019

FLICKERTAIL WOODCARVERS
PO BOX 7473
BISMARCK ND 58507-7473

Check out the Summer Event Calender for
Whittle-In Picnics at Sertoma Park as well as
other events such as Cross Ranch State Park, July
27; Capital A’Fair, August 3-4; Harvest Feed at
Buckstop Junction, August 17; and Applefest at
Buckstop Junction, September 28-29. BAGA
will be having a Pyrography Workshop on
September 7th. For the March 2nd Whittle-In,
Becky’s project was a tail wagging dog. Cliff’s
Mar 19th project were a wizard and Santa Claus.
The April 6th meeting featured a prehistoric
trilobite by Becky B and Bob P taught a tool
sharpening class on April 16th. For questions or
future articles send your info to Tom/Diane Turck at tdturck@bis.midco.net.
BAGA submitted the pyrography article, several photos were from Facebook and
information on projects used the internet.
Good Carving! Newsletter Team: Tom Turck_and Diane Lehman Turck__

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/flickertailwoodcarversnd/
Pintress https://www.pinterest.com/flickertailwoodcarvers/
Flickertail Woodcarver projects are supported in part by grants from the
North Dakota Council on the Arts, which receives funding from the state
legislature and the National Endowment for the Arts. They are also
supported by grants from Dakota West Arts Council and Montana
Dakota Resources Group.
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Event Calendar
Meetings and Whittle-Ins are held at Trinity Lutheran Church in Bismarck
Summer – June, July and August at Sertoma Park, Shelter #4
1st and 3rd Thursday carving at Edgewood Vista from 2:00 to 4:00 pm

www.flickertail.org
June 18, 2019

Whittle-In, Sertoma Park, shelter 4, 5:30-8 PM
Grill and Potluck – Public is invited

June 21-23, 2019

Wahpeton Carving Weekend

July 16, 2019

Whittle-In, Sertoma Park, shelter 4, 5:30-8 PM
Grill and Potluck – Public is invited

July 27, 2019

Cross Ranch State Park, carving demo
Doug Emerson Coordinator

August 3 & 4, 2019

Capital Art Affair, carving demo,
Becky Weisgerber Coordinator

August 20, 2019

Whittle-In, Sertoma Park, shelter 4, 5:30-8 PM
Grill and Potluck – Public is invited
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August 17, 2019

Harvest Feed at Buckstop Junction, carving demo,
Mike Knudson Coordinator

September 7, 2019

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Larry Graf

September 7, 2019

Pyrography Workshop 8:00 AM-4:00PM
Julie Bender, BAGA, Register by 8/6/19

September 8, 2019

Heritage Center Sensational Sunday, talk on pyrography by Julie
Bender, 2:00 PM

September 17, 2018

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Perry Cook

September 28 and 29

Applefest at Buckstop Junction, carving
demos, Dale Heglund Coordinator

October 5, 2019

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Donna Grunett

October 12-13, 2019

Flickertail Woodcarving Show
50th Annual Show
Bismarck Public Schools Career Academy
Feature Carver, Oct 10-13 will be Jay Haavik
Project – Nordic style carving
Non-Carving Class – Teri Stegmiller – fabric painting
Weekend Carver – Karen Henderson – spoon carving

October 15, 2019

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Vince Bitz

November 2, 2019

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Mike Knudson

November 19, 2019

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Doug Smith

December 7, 2019

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Diane and Tom Turck

December ??, 2019

Christmas Party – ________________________ Coordinators
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December 17, 2019

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Doug Emerson, snow snakes

January 4, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Doug Emerson, snow snakes

January 21, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Cliff Orgaard

February 1, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Bob Pedigo, love spoon

February 18, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Eric Gaasland

March 7, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Becky Weisgerber

March 17, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Becky Barnes

April 4, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Ed Ryan

April 21, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Marlene Moser

April ??, 2020

Fargo Carving Show

April/May

Spring Carving Class by Rick and Cathy Brereton

May 2, 2020

Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM
Project by Mitch Olson

May 19, 2020

Whittle-In, 7-9 PM
Project by Warren Schlecht
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**********************************************
Correction
January-February Newsletter, 2019
In the article on the Lutefisk Dinner, January 26, 2019, I misidentified Dave
Phillips as Dave Mathews. I regret the error. Dale’s guess that it had to do with
the Dave Mathews Band is at least a theory. I can’t come up with anything.
Again, I am sorry for the error.
Diane

**********************************************
Coming Attractions
This is an abbreviated reiteration of parts of the event Calendar for the summer and
fall with added color. Not much, of course; flashing lights are impossible. Still,
sometimes we read things without paying much attention, and here is lots of fun.

Learning:
Wahpeton Carving Weekend, June 21-23
4-4:30 teardown
Bender Pyrography Class, Saturday September 7
Heritage Center Sensational Sunday - Pyrography Lecture, September 8
Possible chainsaw carving class with at least an eagle feather at Dale’s, unknown
date as yet
Flickertail Woodcarving Show, October 10-13, Jay Haavik carving, Teri
Stegmiller fabric painting and 12-13 Karen Henderson spoon carving
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Demonstrations (usually 2-3 hour shifts):
Heritage Center Carving Exhibition: anytime someone has a couple of hours, they
can set up a table in front of the exhibits and carve. Interact with visitors from
Bismarck throughout the world and describe what you do, and what is in the
exhibit. June 19-into the winter
Cross Ranch State Park, July 27 Doug E Coordinator (let Doug know if are
coming)
Capital A’Fair, August 3-4 Becky Weisgerber Coordinator (needs sign up people
see below vortenjou@bis.midco.net)
Sat Aug 3 10-6,
9am setup
10-12
12-2
2-4
4-6
Sun Aug 4 10-4
10-12
12-2
2-4 (tear down)
Harvest Feed at Buckstop Junction, August 17 Mike Knudson Coordinator
Applefest at Buckstop Junction, September 28-29 Dale Heglund Coordinator
(The Buckstop boys [Mike and Dale above] could use some help as well)
Flickertail Woodcarving Show, October 12-13 tables for carvers

Picnics at Sertoma #4
June 18 (done)
July 16
August 20
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Unknown date Taste of Italy Wine and Snack Bar at Dale and Jen’s house
following chainsaw carving class

**********************************************
Pyrography Workshop
Saturday, September 7th
Bismarck Art & Galleries Association (BAGA) invites you to join national, awardwinning artist Julie Bender for her one-day pyrography (woodburning) workshop
where students receive a strong foundation in theory of pyrography and technique.
Students with and without experience are welcomed and will receive step-by-step
instruction in wood surface preparation, burn-tip choice, technique and problem
solving. Expect to create a finished work of art! The class fee is $125.00 and
includes all supplies except the woodburner. Bender recommends the Walnut
Hollow brand that is available through Michaels or Hobby Lobby. Class will be
held from 8 am – 4 pm on Saturday, September 7th at the gallery, 422 E. Front
Avenue. Registration is due no later than August 6th so the artist can be sure to
have the appropriate number of other materials for attendees.
In conjunction with the Flickertail Woodcarver’s 50th anniversary, Bender will also
be giving a talk on the subject of pyrography on September 8th at 2:00 pm as a part
of the Heritage Center’s Sensational Sunday’s programming. She will also have an
exhibit of her artwork at BAGA September 3-28, with an opening reception
September 6th from 5-7 pm that is open to the public and free of charge.
You can view Bender’s spectacular artwork at www.juliebender.com. For further
information on any of the above programs please call BAGA at 223-5986 or email
baga@midconetwork.com.
Thanks to BAGA for the article
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**********************************************
Monthly Summer Whittle-Ins at Sertoma Park

Come Out & Play
Location: Sertoma Park Shelter #4
Dates: The third Tuesday of the month = June 18 (just held), July 16, and
August 20
Time: Around 5:30pm-8pm: Come when you can, leave when you have to go.
Food: Bring a dish for pot-luck. Plates, napkins, cups and utensils provided. Eric
provided enough sandwich fixin’s for June that everyone could have had a
Dagwood sandwich. If you haven’t food (no time or forgot), just come. There will
be plenty to share.
Drink: Bring your own. It is a public park, so no alcohol, and no glass drinking
bottles. Anything else is fine.
Projects: We always can use hearts for the Cancer Center. In general, though,
bring something you want to work on. It can be carving, painting, or other
activities like sewing, beading etc. There will be woodcarvers to help visitors who
want to learn to carve, as well. If you’re between projects, you can always pull out
one from that 1/2 finished pile that everyone has.
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Requirements: Bring yourself. Bring your wife, husband and/or friend. Everyone
is welcome. Come to relax and have fun. Laugh, converse with friends, eat, do
some carving or crafting, learn a little, even play on the nearby swings.

**********************************************
Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
March 2nd, 2019, Trinity Lutheran Church
Eric G opened the meeting with approximately 18 people present. As with most of
this winter, it is extremely cold this morning.
The project Becky W presented was a dog wagging his tail.
Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista
in their Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1st and 3rd Thursdays of each month.
Coming dates are June 6th and 20th, and July 4th and 18th.
Cancer Hearts: Please keep making hearts when you have a chance.
Newer members: Crystal, Katherine and Dave, who are recent joiners of the club,
were present today.
Secretary’s Report: Diane summarized February’s notes. Becky W moved the
notes be approved, Tom seconded the motion. It was passed.
Treasurer’s Report: Warren reported that we have $6900.41 currently in our
account. Diane moved and Eric T seconded motion to approve. Passed. Eric T
has completed the audit and found all in order. Warren noted that our finances
from year to year are stable, which is very good.
Membership: Doug estimates there are 75-80 members.
Library: The library is even more user friendly with Cliff’s reference resource.
Property: Vince has completed an inventory. Everything is fine.
Publicity: Becky W says no change.
Facebook: Eric G says everything is up to date.
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Website/Instagram: Becky B says the Website is getting more feedback, and
Instagram continues to get new followers. Both are good for the club. The
Lutefisk pictures are up.
Historian: Clara is snowbirding.
Buckstop Junction: Was snowbound last month and is likely to be so now as well.
Elections: Thanks to the nominating committee and to those who agreed to be
elected to new or continuing positions.
Whittle-In Projects: Doug E works with the membership to fill Whittle-In
projects for the year. He typically does that during election season. Most of the
slots have been already taken, however, if you haven’t yet volunteered, or you
have a project that would be fun to present, please check with Doug.
Annual Woodcarver’s Show: As President, Eric G will not have time to run the
Raffle for the annual show in October. Becky W has agreed to be in charge, and
Diane will help. We need people to be thinking about projects that they can
donate. This is the Anniversary year, so maybe we can showcase some of the
items as a draw for attendance and show publicity. To get the tickets ready,
though, we have to get them to the printer soon.
Heritage Center: The display of carvings is up in the hallway just outside the
Governor’s Showroom. It is quite well done. Different types of carvings, cultural
carvings and, of course, spoons of a variety of woods and styles are represented.
It’s free, not far from downtown, surrounded by other engaging exhibits and well
worth the visit.
In conjunction with the exhibit, Becky B started the conversation about having
people carve near the exhibit for several hours on weekends, when people are more
likely to be there. We can demonstrate carving and answer questions. It would
give carvers a specific time to carve, which can be helpful. Like any other
demonstration, it would be voluntary. We could decide on specific weekends or
days during summer vacation. Seeing people work at a project, even occasionally,
adds to the experience for the audience. Sign-up sheets could be available.
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Spring Classes: From May 17-19 Flickertails will hold classes at the Heritage
Center. The main class will feature Bob Pedigo carving a wolf’s head in the round.
The other will be an artist led colored pencil class. The sessions will begin on
Friday the 17th at 8am-5pm, and Saturday and Sunday the 18th and 19th from 10am5pm. There is one seat left in the wolf carving class and the colored pencil class is
full. Doug E has the list for reservations.
Other Carving Venues: The Fargo Show is April 13-14. Information has come
out in e-mails and the Nov/Dec Newsletter. The classes look interesting and the
show itself looks fun.
Eric G notes there is a 2 day Butternut carving class in Duluth, MN on May 25-26.
The proposed project is a nutcracker. He hasn’t more details, but anyone interested
could find out and send an e-mail or report on it next meeting.
Another show of note is a Spoon Gathering in Milan, MN from June 6-8.
The Wahpeton Carving Show June 21-23 is a yearly weekend that many of
Flickertails attend. It has a delightful cross section of classes in wood carving, plus
a wide variety of other crafts. The food is quite pleasant as are the
accommodations. It is a lovely weekend for couples and friends. Everyone enjoys
the experience.
Old Business: The Capital A’Fair in August needs a new organizer. Bob P has
done it for a number of years, and someone else needs a turn. It involves setting up
the booth on Friday, finding volunteers for Saturday and Sunday shifts, and closing
the booth Sunday afternoon.
Name tags. Becky B kindly carved rectangles in the shape of North Dakota for all
of us to decorate with our names. The club is gaining new members, but some of
us have trouble with our own names much less others. As Becky pointed out, there
is a huge variety of styles! Chip carving, kolrosing, intarsia or inlay, relief carving,
pyrography to name popular ones; please do as you want. Experiment with fonts
or colors as well.
New Business: Flickertails demonstrates at Cross Ranch at the Cottonwood
Bluegrass Festival every year. This year the event is on July 27. Doug E, Clara
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and several other members have attended each year. Everyone is welcome to
come, eat and hear the music.
Dave, one of our newer members, will be demonstrating for the Sons of Norway.
If anyone has ideas of other groups, including cultural groups, who might
appreciate learning something about carving, or might have members who would
like to join us as part of his or her heritage, let us know.
We have been fortunate in the volunteers who fill the elected roles for the club.
Many agree to continue filling the role the next time around, and they are excellent
in their jobs. Still, think of a job you would consider taking and perhaps offer to
shadow the person in it to acquaint yourself with it duties.
Other carving. If one knows how to look, which I understand a number of us have
no idea, there are other shows and seminars for carving being held. Please let Eric
G know if you find something interesting, and he can pass it along. That will help
all of us, particularly the computer inefficient. It can be posted on our sites, emailed or put in the newsletter.
In Evart, MI from June10-14 (Monday-Friday) Floyd Fest is a collection of classes
by well known carvers doing projects ranging from birds to bark carving to wood
burning. Floyd Rhadigan will be teaching caricature. There are hotel rooms
available as well as camping spots.
Another is Carv-Fest in Faribault, MN which shows about 20 classes, some
covering all three days, and some for only one day. You can sign up to fill
openings from Thursday to Saturday, August 10-12. Carving projects as well as
painting and beginning stained glass are listed.
The Vesterhim, the National Norwegian-American Museum and Heritage Center
in Decorah, Iowa has classes in folk arts including wood carving, rosemaling and
painting, needlework and fiber arts throughout the year.
Another idea Becky B brought up in conjunction with social media was creating
short videos. These could be created for our one of our social media pages or for a
YouTube site or a Twitch platform. While a video could be longer, they only need
to be a few minutes or less. She points out that they could emphasize real people
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saying why they like carving, what do they like to carve etc. showing hands,
hearing sounds of carving. Besides individuals, some clips could show bunches of
carvers talking or doing. These types of things will generate interest and bring in
new members. She has the equipment we would need to do this.
Show and Tell: Eric T, Eric G and Becky B had the Show and Tell items for the
session. If you recall, Eric T has been working on two stallions fighting in sparsely
vegetated loose or sandy soil. He has completed the tableau and it radiates the
energy of the combatants.
Eric G brought turtle blanks and some completed turtles from his lesson last time.
That was nice as I was sick, and now have a blank to try to fashion a turtle.
While Eric G brought turtle blanks from last time, Becky B brought some
examples of prehistoric animals, one of which will be an upcoming project.
Trilobites were marine animals that flourished during the Paleozoic. Becky is
working on two of their body types, one with regular eyes and one with eye stalks
to present for carving. She is also carving a triceratops just for fun. They lived in
the late Cretaceous around the time of T. rex.
In addition she had magnetic stickers with a flickertail and flickertail carving for
anyone wanting to attach them to something for advertisement of the club.
Anyone having information for the newsletter, email it to Tom Turck at
tdturck@bis.midco.net . Having no further business the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted by Diane Lehman Turck, Secretary

**********************************************
March 2nd, 2019 Whittle-In
Becky Weisgerber has been working on her project at least since January. The
basic part is a dog, paws down and rear up in a yoga “down dog” position. He
looks like he’s raring to play. The difference with this fellow is that his tail wags.
Becky devised two types of tail. One is a straight tail like that of a pointer dog.
The other has a feathery top like a setter dog. Since the carving of the dog is
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somewhat non-descript as to breed, either type of tail is appropriate. A pin through
the tail is balanced on either side of the dog’s haunches.
Everything we would need to make the dog was laid out the table. There were
rectangular blocks with holes at one end for the tail and smaller blocks for the tail.
Pins and weights were available to attach to the tail. In addition to directions, there
was carbon paper to draw the dog on the block.

Eric G making a perfect target for teasing next to the project blocks
With Becky’s dog, the tail acts as a pendulum and the weight at the end is the bob,
which swings side to side because of gravity. The pendulum converts potential
energy at the top of the swing into kinetic energy while it swings down. As it
returns to the high point on the other side, it has stored potential energy. Then the
cycle repeats. Theoretically, if there were no air resistance, the pendulum could
swing forever in that same arc. However, the air does cause friction and drag, so
the tail eventually stops.
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Dog set-up with his wagging tail

Perry drawing the dog on his block
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Becky’s instructions for carving the dog

Carvers having fun with the activity
Everyone enjoyed the project. It had some challenges, but it wasn’t too difficult to
envision the end product. In addition, several members brought items to share.
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Eric T’s Stallions fighting
One of the carvings that has been interesting to watch lately as it progressed from a
block of wood to a finished piece is Eric T’s wild horse fight. The stallions are in a
well choreographed battle with pounding hooves and sand or loose soil churning.
Their ears are back and their teeth are bared. The only thing missing is a group of
mares calmly eating a small distance away.
Other pieces included past Whittle-in and future Whittle-in projects. Eric G had a
number of sea turtles from his previous session. Regular basswood and a
cottonwood bark trio look like they are arriving at or leaving the beach during the
egg laying process. Below the knife at the bottom of the photo is a turtle blank,
which is good for those of us unable to get one earlier.
Becky B will be showing us how to carve a trilobite marine creature next month
and has been working on those as well as a triceratops. So, a trilobite lived in
oceans before dinosaurs existed, and a triceratops lived on land during the last age
of the dinosaurs. Both pretty amazing animals to investigate.
Becky has two trilobites finished. They both sort of look like a cross between a
pill bug and a horseshoe crab, but the one has its eyes on stalks. Her triceratops is
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just roughed out, the back portion of its body covered in small, irregular shaped
chips, its face not yet defined by the three horns in its name.

Traveling sea turtles

Trilobites in the lower left, and a triceratops in the upper right corner
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Finally, Becky also had stickers with our flickertail for anyone wanting to advertise
our club.

Good advertisement

**********************************************
March 19th, 2019 Whittle-In
Cliff Orgaard presented us with a delightful little carving called the “Quick
Wizard” from the summer 2017 issue of Woodcarving Illustrated. There were
about 20 people attending the gathering including Luci’s young daughter
Elizabeth. It was a pretty laid back session. The carving uses a column of
basswood 1”x1”x6”. The only tools needed are a carving knife, a small V tool, a
ruler and a pencil. Cliff had the directions copied on a sheet of paper for carvers to
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take, and they were easy to decipher. Measurements were given along the front
and back corners, and the carving itself was broken down into nine steps. Cliff had
given us a head start with the measurements drawn on the wood. A painting guide
for this particular wizard was included.

Cliff’s finished wizard and Santa
Cliff made two figures for us to use as examples, one the wizard and one a simple
Santa. Other similar types of characters, such as dwarves or old men, could be
fashioned from the same pattern. Cliff was available to help anyone where needed.
Everyone enjoyed the project.
Several people had brought items to share with the rest of the carvers. One was an
exquisite mask that Bob P and his wife Karen bought on a visit to the Superstition
Mountains in Arizona. Some of the artisans there were from Oaxaca, Mexico.
Bob purchased this well-executed, creatively designed jaguar. The talented piece
is a pleasure to see. It is crafted from the wood of the copal tree.
Mike K has fashioned his name tag from the templates that Becky B furnished all
of us so that we could be identified to each other as well as the public stopping by
at demonstrations. He also has the sea turtle from Eric G’s project, complete with
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an inscribed shell and painted green. Finally he had the folding spoon from Bob
P’s lesson with his initial carved in the handle.

Bob P with his jaguar mask
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Mike, the self identified St Louis Cardinals fan
A second spoon was present, a true love spoon carved with hearts and a leaf with
berries. The leaf and berries are usually grape and signify a tie to Christianity.
The spoon bowl is long and gentle in shape. It seems to be made of butternut, and
a girl would be fortunate to receive such a beautifully made totem of affection.
Then, the last two spoons were carved by Donna. Both are lovely in their
simplicity. One is a folding spoon, crafted with care and preserved. A decorative
infinity symbol is on the handle. The other, a bit smaller than the folding spoon, is
a stylized feather. The vane part of the feather is the handle, and the rachis starts at
the bowl and travels through the vane. It looks like it would be the size of a salt
cellar spoon.
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Mike’s finished Whittle In projects

Dainty love spoon
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Larry has a series of boxes he got from Kim, the husband of Char, who came with
Jan Jensen to teach chip carving two years ago. Kim makes the boxes and blanks
for the projects in Jan’s book, and he also sells blanks and other items to the public
at large. Only about 3” square, the boxes are comprised of a dark and a light
wood, nicely sealed, joined by a plain box joint and the top closes with magnets.
Very elegant, they would be a place for a few pieces of jewelry or a keepsake.
From one of the past carving classes, a roughed out older cowboy caricature in a
great coat and hat appeared on one of the tables. His expression is somewhat
introspective. Not remembering who he belonged to, I tried to discover but failed.
If he is yours, let me know and I will add you as his owner in a future newsletter.
(The same goes with the small love spoon).

Donna’s two spoons
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Series of keepsake
boxes

Roughed out cowboy
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**********************************************
BAGA Chip Carving Exhibit
March 26-April 19, 2019
The Bismarck Art and Galleries Association’s last exhibit included three artists.
One of them was Rick Hermes who spent his childhood in Bismarck, but now lives
in Puyallup, WA. As a wood turner, he took two chip carving courses from Wayne
Barton while on a cruise to Norway. From that experience, he has been an expert
chip carver since 2012, using his engineering skills to design wonderful chip
carvings. He has received many first place awards in juried shows, particularly in
Washington, Oregon and Arizona. Recently he has begun to try his hand at
Northwest Coast Carving.

Some of the chip carved pieces at
the gallery
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**********************************************
Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
April 6th, 2019, Trinity Lutheran Church
Dale, standing in for Eric G, called the meeting to order. There were about 16
people present.
Becky Barnes debuted her trilobite project for the Whittle-In.
Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista
in their Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1st and 3rd Thursdays of each month.
Coming dates are June 6th and 20th, and July 4th and 18th.
Cancer Hearts: Please keep making hearts when you have a chance.
Guests/Newer members: Keith and his son Julius dropped in. Keith had been a
member of the club previously, and thinks he may return.
Secretary’s Report: Diane summarized March’s notes. Perry moved and Ed
seconded that the notes be passed. Approved.
Treasurer’s Report: Warren reported that we have recently received $125 from
memberships and we have $7100 even in our account. Bob P moved and Diane
seconded the report be passed. Accepted.
Membership: Doug S says 74 members have paid. A few latecomers may be still
straggling in.
Property: Question from Vince about U and V gauges in property. Answer: they
were from previous kits that were organized for new members, but gauges aren’t
normally put in intro kits anymore.
Library: Check out Cliff’s new reference pamphlet.
Publicity: Ok
Facebook: Doing fine.
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Website/Instagram: A motion was made by Becky B to buy the defunct
Flickertails.org for $120.00 and conjoin it with Flickertailwoodcarvers.org. Vince
moved the motion be adopted. Ed seconded the motion. Passed on a voice ballot.
Buckstop Junction: No activity yet, but seasons are changing.
Annual Woodcarver’s Show: Please be thinking of items to donate to the raffle
for October’s Show.
Jay Haavik will be our Master Woodcarver doing relief carving in Scandinavian
style. It will be done in mahogany.
Programs: Spring Classes: The carving class will feature Bob Pedigo carving a
wolf’s head in the round from Friday May 17 through Sunday May 19 and is full.
A colored pencil class will be going on at the same time and that is also full. They
will be held at the Heritage Center from 8am to 5pm on Friday, and 10am to 5pm
on Saturday and Sunday. Doug E is taking names for cancellations.
New Business: The Parks and Rec has agreed for us to use Sertoma #4 for third
Tuesday of the month in June, July and August for our pot lucks
Don brought some purple heart wood and basswood that Lyle Warner had been
using to fashion cancer hearts before he died. His wife is trying to sell some of it.
People were invited to bid on it. Some of it was sold.
Old Business: None.
Show and Tell: With the trilobite project, Becky B brought a number of casts of
the marine creatures.
Bob P brought the jaguar he had last time which was good because a lot of people
didn’t get to see it. He bought it in the Superstition Mountains, but it was carved
of out of copal in by a woman from Oaxaca.
Dave provided us with a look at a blue Dala-like horse. Not yet decorated with
rosmaling, the horse is also stylistically different and with a smaller head.
Dale has a rosmaled lunch box from Scandinavia. The lath of wood forming the
sides appears to be sewn with wood or root fiber. It is fragile, and we didn’t open
it.
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And, Dale has a chain saw feather with an eagle’s head. He is proposing to do a
chain saw class later this summer at his house. Vince or another carver may be
willing to help him.
Besides the feather we also had a chain saw marlin. The fish’s finer details were
done with a gauge and then it was stained or had finish applied.
Doug is finishing a well-conceived folding spoon learned in Bob P’s February
class.
Anyone having information for the newsletter, email it to Tom Turck at
tdturck@bis.midco.net .
Having no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted by Diane Lehman Turck, Secretary

**********************************************
April 6th, 2018 Whittle-In
A paleontologist as well as a wood carver, Becky Barnes has been playing with
prehistoric animal carvings for some time. The Age of Dinosaurs is compelling.
Back in January at the Heritage Center, we learned about several of Becky’s
summer digs involving remains of T. rex, and Becky has recently been carving a
triceratops for the fun of it. Those two animals are often displayed in museums,
including ours, in fights to the death. Very dramatic. Before dinosaurs, however,
which existed in the Mesozoic era, there was a huge expanse of history even longer
called the Paleozoic. Towards the start of that era, in the Cambrian period a
creature called the trilobite appeared. The trilobite was one of the most successful
of early marine animals, living for 300 million years and even before. Most of us
have seen timelines on TV or in books; we know that human existence is a drop in
the bucket compared to the ocean expanse of the earth’s actual timeline. Trilobites
occupied a lot of that early time. Trilobites are a form of arthropod which includes
insects, spiders, crustaceans and others. That means they have exoskeletons, and
have segmented bilateral bodies.
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Cast of a typical trilobite

A stylized trilobite with eye stalks (template with casts in the corner)
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As you might guess from their name, trilobite bodies had three lobes. The central
lobe was distinct and ran longitudinally between the two others. Its body was also
marked by three regions, the head, the thorax and the tail. In order to grow, a
trilobite had to shed its exoskeleton. One reason trilobite fossils are so numerous is
the exoskeletons they left behind. By the time we can recognize the trilobite in the
fossil record, it had been around for a long time. When first known, it was already
extremely widespread and there was a wide diversity in body types. For instance,
most trilobites had compound eyes, in addition, at least one of them had eye stalks
up to 3 inches long, but others had no eyes at all. Some were active hunters, but
there were numerous scavengers and plankton eaters too. While some trilobite
bodies had more equal representations of head, thorax and tail regions, others had
huge heads like horseshoe crabs, or barely any middle at all. The ones with spikes
around their bodies or at strategic locations of the head and tail were probably
more predatory. The countless different species have been located in fossils around
the world wherever Paleozoic ocean remnants occur.

Common size trilobite templates without eye stalks and casts
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Becky B had templates for trilobites with and without eye stalks, and directions
along with depictions of several different trilobites.

Description sheet of trilobites

Carvers including Keith and his son Julius
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There was a good mix of regular and newer members at the meeting. One person,
Keith, had been a past member, and he visited with his son Julius. They looked
like they were enjoying themselves and said they would return. It was a nice
session.
Along with the monthly meeting, there were a number of Show and Tell items
brought in. First up were the trilobite casts that Becky B used to illustrate what
common trilobites looked like. Earlier in this article there are a couple of pictures
of them as well as other information.
Making a return performance was Bob P’s jaguar. Although he brought it to the
previous meeting, because he left early not many people saw it. He found it on a
trip to the Superstition Mountains in Arizona. It is made from the copal tree
(Busera bipinnata and glabrifolia) that grows in Mexico and part of Central
America and is used by artisans in Oaxaca. Copal is also the name of a type of
resin that occurs in tropical areas such as Oaxaca, but is from a completely
different tree. The beautiful pattern of the painting sometimes takes a week to
finish and each design is unique.

A well-painted jaguar from Oaxaca by way of the Superstitions
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Dave Phillips showed a blue Dala-like horse. The body is more angular than that
of a regular Dala horse, and the head is different in style but interesting in concept.
It hasn’t any decoration or rosmaling, but the bright blue precludes the need for
other adornment.
The first of Dale’s Show and Tell items uses oranges and greens from the color
wheel for a flower and leaf motif to highlight an old fashioned Scandinavian lunch
box. Oval in shape, it has a handle for carrying and is latched by a wooden
mechanism on either side. A lath, probably 6 to 8 inches in height was formed into
the ovate sides of the box and double stitched with wood strips or thin roots.
Because it is fragile, we didn’t try to open it.
And for something much larger, we have Dale’s chainsawed feather with an
eagle’s head at the tip. Its black eye and black accents to the beak and feather
vanes add personality. The rachis stands out as polished from the more worked
feather, and the whole thing is stained.

An abstract Dala horse
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An older lunch box with rosmaling

The top of the photo shows Dale’s eagle feather
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A marlin visiting our meeting
Our second chainsaw piece of art is a marlin. It even has the tail fins swept up on
the back part of the fish’s body the way many pictures show them. Its pectoral fins
lie along underside of the upper body. The tail fins, pectorals and a few other areas
are stained a lighter color than the caramel color of the remainder of the fish. A
gouge was used to add the eye mark, gills and fins. Very well done.
The final carving item is a folding spoon. Doug E has been working on a couple of
them since Bob P’s class in February. The picture besides showing a spoon in the
midst of being well fashioned also is a good illustration of the way a good carver
should wear a glove and thumb protection for safety.
Not for Show and tell, but boxes of Lyle’s purple heart wood and cottonwood bark
were available for a nominal cost.
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Doug creating another folding spoon

**********************************************
April 16th, 2019 Whittle-In
Rather than having a project for this Whittle-In, Bob Pedigo went through
techniques for sharpening carving tools. The three principal types of tools are
knives, gouges and V-tools (also called V gouges). For regular sharpening, Bob
has three diamond stones: a coarse, medium and fine stone. Other than that he uses
a leather strop. Some people put oil on their stones, but he doesn’t. When
sharpening, you lay the blade flat, push it away from you, and then flip it, lay it flat
and pull it towards you. Because the wood we typically use is basswood or a soft
hard wood the bevel of the knife should be the width of the blade.
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New blade on top, desired fuller bevel on bottom
A new carving knife’s bevel only goes part way up to blade. In order to complete
a flat bevel, a sharpening wheel is best. When using a sharpening wheel, you
might want to use eye protection. Bob uses magnifying lenses to see the knife
edge more closely. He also wets the wheel to keep it from getting overheated.
When finished he wants the blade straight ground from the tip to the haft.
With gouges and V-tools, only sharpen the outside, and in taking down the bevel,
make sure to involve the width of the tool. Put one corner, raised, on the wheel or
stone, move it along to the other side, and then flip it and return to the opposite
side. With a V-tool, the juncture of the V has to meet precisely.
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Gouge and V-tool showing bevels and V-tool problems
New V-tools have a raised part that is shaped rather like a diamond on the bottom.
It is best to remove that projection since it will cause resistance when you carve.

Note diamond shape toward the bevel of the blade
V-tools seem to be the most obstinate as far as keeping useful without problems.
Or perhaps because there are more surfaces to keep sharp, there are more times
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things can go wrong with them. On the other hand, they are a versatile implement
for adding expression to a carving. If you get a burr in the interior of the V, fold a
piece of 600 grit sandpaper to see if you can remove it that way. Sometimes burrs
occur on the outside V, and they can be removed with sandpaper or sharpening, but
sometimes a kind of hole happens where the two sides should join. Then you have
to grind off the two sides and re-form the V where the two sides meet precisely.
With certain types of projects, a carver may desire to have a V-tool where the sides
or not perfectly straight up and down. In some instances, the two sides of the V
incline backwards like wings or the top two points lean forwards about 1/16 inch.

A V-tool with straight sides
While Bob magnifies all of his sharpening procedures, he points out that if you try
to sharpen microtools, you really do need them enlarged. The club has a
sharpening wheel. He likes his better because the motor is a bit slower. The water
he spritzes on the wheel keeps it below 212 degrees. Remember that once your
tools have been sharpened to their basic edge, keep them that way without using a
power wheel. Wheel sharpening will more quickly erode the metal from the tool.
In returning to some other ideas of the basic tool use, Bob said that stropping your
knife about every hour was a good rule of thumb. Of course, it depends, too, upon
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the wood you are using. A harder wood like oak or cherry would need to be
sharpened more often. Cottonwood bark, because of the sand ingrained in the
wood is hard on knife edges and they would also need more frequent attention. As
a tool becomes duller, it drags upon the wood and with practice you can tell as that
happens.

Bob showing us how to sharpen tools
Finally, after all that sharpening, you want to protect your tools from getting
banged about. When they are not being used, unless you have a system where each
tool is stored or hung separately, many carvers cut clear plastic tubing to fit over
the length of the metal and hug onto the haft area below.
The club is fortunate to have someone of Bob’s expertise who can occasionally
present a teaching lecture like this one. About 22 members were here, there were
good questions, and at least one poor, misshapen V-tool was refurbished.
Whenever Flickertails is having a session, Bob is willing to help anyone having a
problem, with the power wheel, stone or stropping a tool.
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Some of Bob’s audience
Before Bob began teaching the class, Warren told me about a project he is
conducting with a group of seniors at Touchmark. He will be carving Cancer
Hearts, and they will paint them in their bi-monthly meetings. They will then be
donated to the Cancer Center for distribution. What a lovely idea.
A number of people went to the Fargo Show and remarked how enjoyable it was.
Warren talked about the pyrography class where Amanda Legal taught a small
project. Doug E took Rick Jensen’s cottonwood bark whimsy house workshop.
He brought it to the Whittle-In, and it looks almost done. The fanciful roof and the
unusual window shapes make it look like a fun place to explore. Dale and Troy
took Roger Beane, the featured carver’s, class on a 9” Santa with a wood burned
winter scene along the bottom of his coat. He’s traveling along with a walking
stick. Dale came with his Santa, and he bought an extra blank from Roger.
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One side of Doug’s little house

Dale’s blue coated Santa and the blank
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Dale’s colorful fish

Becky W’s Tom Thumb size pet
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Dale also showed us a strikingly colored fish he got at the show. The lime green
and white ornamented body would attract anything. The fins are a camouflage
kelp design. There is a hook on its back for hanging it up.
Becky W brought a sleeping cat curled in relaxation. About the size of a large
ring, it was carved from an avocado pit.

**********************************************

